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ABSTRACT
Paper 1 presents the results of the investigations on the effects of machining
parameters on cutting forces, shear angle and friction in orthogonal turning of titanium
alloy tube. Uncoated fine-grained cemented tungsten carbide (WC/Co) and Physical
Vapour Deposition (PVD) TiAlN coated grade turning tool inserts, with 50 and 150 rake
angles were used under low and high cutting speeds of 120 and 240m/min, at three
different feedrates (0.05, 0.075 and 0.1 mm/rev). The experiments were conducted under
flooded coolant to reflect what is practically obtainable in manufacturing industries. The
experimental results show that cutting forces at two selected cutting speeds of 120 and
240 m/min and the three selected feedrates increased with increase in feedrates for both
uncoated and coated cutting tools. Paper 2

presents the results of the effects of

machining parameters on cutting forces, shear angle and friction in orthogonal turning of
titanium alloy using ribbed solid bar. Uncoated WC/Co and PVD TiAlN coated grade
turning tool inserts, with 50 and 160 rake angles were used under low and high cutting
speeds of 120 and 240m/min, at three different feedrates (0.05, 0.075 and 0.1 mm/rev).
The experiments were conducted under flooded coolant to reflect what is practically
obtainable in manufacturing industries. The experimental results show that cutting forces
at the two selected cutting speeds of 120 and 240 m/min and three selected feedrates
increased with increase in feedrates for both the uncoated and coated cutting tools.
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol

Description

to

undeformed chip thickness

tc

chip thickness

α

rake angle

ϕ

shear angle

τs

shear stress

N

normal force

F

friction force

μ

coefficient of friction

Fs

shear force

Fc

cutting force

Ft

thrust force

W

width of cut (tube or rib thickness in orthogonal turning)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Significant advances made in the field of material science have led to a better
understanding of the behavior of engineering materials during processing. This has
enabled the continual development and introduction of new engineering materials with
superior properties, such as titanium alloys. Titanium alloys are classified into three main
groups; α-alloys, β-alloys, and α-β alloys. Ti-6Al-4V, which is α - β alloy is the most
widely used titanium alloy grades in aircraft manufacturing industries. Numerous
experimentations and modeling have been carried out on this particular grade of titanium
alloy due to its unique properties. Titanium alloys in general exhibit a high strength-toweight ratio, high resistance to corrosion, ability to retain strength at high temperatures,
high melting point, and hence they are used at elevated temperatures up to 600o C. They
are more capable of retaining their mechanical properties, such as hardness at elevated
temperatures, than steel and stainless steel alloys.
Titanium alloys are widely used in aerospace industries for the manufacturing of
components that require lighter, stronger, tougher, stiffer, and more corrosion-resistant
materials. Their unique and desirable low thermal conductivity characteristics that make
them capable of retaining their properties at elevated temperatures, such as in jet engines,
automobiles, the chemical, nuclear, and medical industries, also impair their
machinability due to the extremely high temperature generated at the tool-chip interface.
The heat generated in the cutting zone is not conducted away but remains present there
and builds to extreme temperatures, thus causing the tool to wear rapidly and
consequently leading to high cutting forces and friction. Cutting forces are the most
essential determinants in machining processes. Excessive cutting forces cause the cutting
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tool, workpiece, machine tool and machined part to suffer unacceptable large
deformations and quality of machined parts, as well as tool breakage. Therefore, adequate
knowledge of cutting forces and the effects of cutting parameters on those forces is
highly important in the machining process. Details regarding cutting forces, shear angle
and friction are required not only to design the machine tools and cutter, but also to
determine the cutting parameters, especially for programming the numerical control
machine tool for machining. The quest to lower cutting forces at tool-chip interface when
cutting hard metals like titanium alloys has posed enormous challenges for many
manufacturing industries.
Paper 1 presents the results of the investigations of the effects of machining
parameters on cutting forces, shear angle and friction in orthogonal cutting of titanium
alloy tube. The problem of measuring cutting forces on the Okuma CNC turret lathe used
for this research was addressed by the design and installation of a Kistler 3-component
force sensor on a suitable force path for the Okuma LB15 CNC Lathe. The cutting forces
could not be measured directly during machining operations, therefore calibration of the
force measurement system to establish the relationship between cutting tool-tip forces
(feed, radial, and tangential) with the measured three orthogonal components of any force
acting on the sensor in the X, Y, and Z orthogonal force sensor axis were performed for
tool number 1 that is used for the orthogonal cutting experiments. Calibration was carried
out using specially made fixtures. A hydraulic jack instrumented with Kistler 9212 single
axis load cell was used to apply loading and unloading forces at the tool tip in the
respective coordinate directions for the turret position indexed to the cutting tool position.
For each loading and unloading cycles, the 3-component force sensor output was
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acquired using a 4-channel Tektronix TDS 420A oscilloscope. A simple least square
model fitting technique was applied to each respective loading/unloading data record
using STATISTICATM software from StarSoftR to generate the calibration equations. The
forces at the tool tip were calculated using the equations developed during the calibration
process.
Although there have been several studies on the orthogonal turning of Ti-6Al-4V
alloys, most of them were conducted with round tube at low cutting speeds and under dry
cutting conditions. Hence, paper 2 presents an experimental investigation on the effects
of cutting parameters on cutting forces, shear angle, and friction in orthogonal turning of
titanium alloys using solid ribbed bar. In this paper, the same processes used in paper 1
will be repeated, and the results will be analyzed. Also, the forces could not be measured
directly during the machining operations, therefore calibration of the force measurement
system to establish the relationship between cutting tool-tip forces (feed, radial, and
tangential) with the measured X, Y, and Z force load cell outputs were performed for tool
number 2. A simple least square model fitting technique was applied to each respective
loading/unloading data record using STATISTICATM software from StarSoftR to generate
the calibration equations. The forces at the tool tip were calculated using the equations
developed during the calibration process. The effect of feedrate, cutting speed, and rake
angles were explained in details in paper 1 and 2.
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PAPER

I.

INVESTIGATIONS

ON

THE

EFFECTS

OF

MACHINING

PARAMETERS ON CUTTING FORCES, SHEAR ANGLE AND FRICTION IN
ORTHOGONAL TURNING OF TITANIUM ALLOY TUBE

A. Chukwujekwu Okafor, Hilary Onyishi
Laboratory for Industrial Automation and Flexible Manufacturing
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Missouri University of Science and Technology
327 Toomey Hall, Rolla, MO-65409-005, USA
E-mail:okafor@mst.edu

ABSTRACT
Titanium alloys, due to their unique and excellent combination of low density,
high strength-to-weight ratio, ability to retain strength at high temperatures, and
exceptional resistance to corrosion, are attractive materials for aerospace industries. The
quest for enhanced material removal and tool life has necessitated research into cutting
forces during high-speed cutting of titanium alloys. This paper presents the result of
experimental investigations on the effects of machining parameters on cutting forces,
shear angle and friction in orthogonal turning of Ti-6Al-4V round tube. Uncoated finegrained cemented tungsten carbide (WC/Co) and Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD)
TiAlN coated grade turning tool inserts, with 50 and 150 rake angles were used under low
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and high cutting speeds of 120 and 240m/min at three different feedrates (0.05, 0.075
and 0.1 mm/rev). The experiments were conducted under flooded emulsion coolant to
reflect what is practically obtainable in manufacturing industries.
The experimental results show that the cutting force components, Fc, are
significantly higher that the thrust force components, Ft, and that all cutting force
components (Fc,Ft,and F) at two selected cutting speeds of 120 and 240 m/min and the
three selected feedrates increased with increase in feedrate for both uncoated and coated
cutting tools. However, for both uncoated and coated tools, an increase in the positive
rake angle from 50 to 150 led to a decrease in cutting force. The 15o tool rake angle results
in an increase of the shear angle and friction coefficient, and thus lower shear force and
friction force. In contrast, PVD coated tools gave the largest cutting forces.
Keywords: Orthogonal cutting of round tube, Cutting forces, Shear angle, Friction
coefficient, Machining parameters, Titanium machining
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1. INTRODUCTION
Significant advances made in the field of material science have led to a better
understanding of the behaviors of engineering materials during processing. This has
enabled the continual development and introduction of new engineering materials with
superior properties, such as titanium alloys. Titanium alloys are classified into three main
groups; α-alloys, β-alloys, and α-β alloys. Titanium alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V, which is a
α - β alloy, is the most widely used titanium alloy grades in aerospace and defense
manufacturing industries, as well as in automotive and biomedical industries; and belong
to the group of difficult to cut metals. Titanium alloys in general exhibit a high strengthto-weight ratio, high toughness, excellent resistance to corrosion and wear, ability to
retain their strength at high temperature, high melting point, bio-compatibility, and hence
are used at elevated temperatures up to 600o C. They are more capable of retaining their
mechanical properties, such as hardness at elevated temperatures, than steel and stainless
steel alloys.
Titanium alloys are widely used in aerospace industries for the manufacturing of
components that require lighter, stronger, tougher, stiffer, and more corrosion-resistant
materials. Their unique and desirable low thermal conductivity characteristics that make
them capable of retaining their properties at elevated temperatures, such as in jet engines,
automobiles, chemical, nuclear, and medical industries, also impair their machinability
due to the extremely high temperature generated at the tool-chip interface. The heat
generated in the cutting zone is not conducted away due to the low thermal conductivity
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and diffusivity, but remains present there and builds-up to extreme temperatures, along
with high chemical reactivity at elevated temperatures, thus causing the tool to wear
rapidly and consequently leading to high cutting forces and friction.
Cutting forces are the most essential determinants in machining processes. These
forces generated in machining have direct influence on heat generation; tool deflection,
wear and failure; power requirements and the quality of the machined parts. Excessive
cutting forces cause the cutting tool, workpiece, machine tool and machined part to suffer
unacceptable large deformations, excessive cutting temperatures, unstable vibrations, tool
breakage, and poor quality of machined parts. Therefore, adequate knowledge of cutting
forces and the effects of cutting parameters on those forces is highly important in
machining process. Details regarding cutting forces, shear angle and friction coefficients
are required not only for designing machine tools and cutting tools, but also for the
analysis of the cutting process to determining optimum machining parameters; and to
provide machining data for the formulation of mechanistic, Finite Element (FE) and
empirical cutting force models for machining simulation. The quest to lower cutting force
at the cutting tool-chip interface when cutting hard metals like titanium alloys has posed
enormous challenges for manufacturing industries.
Few studies have been conducted to determine the correlations between cutting
forces and cutting parameters when cutting titanium alloys. An experimental
investigation into high-speed turning of the titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V (with coated and
uncoated carbide turning inserts) was conducted by Srivastava et al. (2010); they found
that cutting forces increased with increase in cutting speed and feedrate, except at the
lowest feedrate, where lower forces were observed with uncoated inserts; in addition,
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they reported that cutting forces decreased with an increase in rake angle from 0o to 5o.
Fang and Wu (2009) conducted a comparative study of cutting forces in orthogonal high
speed finish machining of Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel 718 tube workpiece materials, using
coated carbide tools with no cutting fluids or coolant. They reported that for both Ti-6Al4V and Inconel 718 workpiece materials, the cutting force, thrust force, and resultant
force all decrease as cutting speed increases, while the force ratio (Fc/Ft) increases. They
also reported that as the feedrate increases, the cutting force, the thrust force, the resultant
force, as well as the force ratio all increases. However, cutting force and thrust force in
machining Inconel 718 are higher than those in machining Titanium Ti-6Al-4V.
Baldoukas et al. (2008) investigated the effects of depth of cut, tool rake angle and
workpiece type on the main cutting force during an orthogonal turning process. They
concluded that the influence of rake angle on the main cutting force depends on the type
of workpiece material; also, they reported that the main cutting force increased linearly
with increase in depth of cut. Similar observations were also made by Saglam et al.
(2006), as they investigated the effects of rake angle and approach angle on the main
cutting force and tool-tip temperature in orthogonal turning of AlSl 1040 steel. They
discovered that approach angle and rake angle have considerable effect on cutting forces
and temperature at the tool-chip interface. Their findings on the effect of tool rake angle
corresponds with the finding by Baldoukas et al. that increasing positive rake angle
decreases the cutting forces significantly. This occurs because a positive rake angle
produces a higher shear angle, which helps to reduce cutting forces and thus produces a
better surface finish because it assists the chip to flow away from the workpiece. Another
notable effort was made by Gunay et al. (2004) when they investigated the effect of rake
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angle on main cutting force. They reported that the main cutting force increased with
increase of negative rake values and decreased with increase of positive rake values. This
was attributed to a reduction in the tool-chip contact area and friction force. Marusich
(2001) investigated the effects of friction and cutting speed on cutting force in simulation
validation process, and suggested that a decrease in the cutting force must come from a
reduction in the effective friction at the tool-chip interface. Additionally, Iqbal et al.
(2007) investigated the effect of interface friction on tool-chip contact length in
orthogonal cutting using the finite element method. Their results showed that reduced
chip compression ratios lead to a lower tool-chip contact length. Their finite element
analysis revealed that friction distribution schemes significantly affect the ability to
predict contact length, while chip thickness seemed insensitive to friction schemes. Seker
et al. (2004) investigated the effect of feedrate on cutting forces when machining with
linear motion. They concluded that the main cutting force increased with an increase in
the feedrate when the depth of cut and cutting speed were held constant. Considering
cutting tools, Ezugwu et al. (2005), Zoya and Krishnamurthy (2000), and Ozel et al.
(2010) independently reported that coated tools exhibited the largest cutting forces at
high cutting speeds than uncoated tools, but less tool wear were observed, during dry
machining of Ti-6Al-4V alloy.
Although several studies have investigated the effects of machining parameters on
cutting forces in orthogonal cutting of low strength alloys, there is insufficient knowledge
on the effects of cutting parameters (cutting speed, feedrate, tool rake angle and
workpiece geometry) on orthogonal cutting of difficult-to-cut metals such as titanium.
Most published orthogonal cutting tests were conducted using tubular workpiece, and
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only a few using ribbed solid workpiece, and there is no comparative study of the two
orthogonal cutting test approaches has been reported in the literature. Also most studies
on the machinability of titanium alloys were based on dry cutting operations and low
cutting speeds; thus, they do not reflect actual practices in manufacturing industries
today. Therefore, the objective of the present study reported in this paper, is to investigate
the effects of machining parameters (feedrate, cutting speed, rake angle, uncoated and
coated tool inserts) on cutting forces (cutting force, Fc, thrust force, Ft, friction force, F,
and normal to friction force, N), shear angle, friction coefficient, and shear stress during
high speed orthogonal turning of titanium Ti-6Al-4V alloy tube workpiece, under flooded
coolant conditions, typical of the practice in manufacturing industry.

The second

objective of the research is to obtain orthogonal cutting data base, which will be
transformed to oblique milling geometry, and used to determine specific cutting and edge
force coefficients, for mechanistic modeling and simulation of cutting forces in high
speed bull nose helical end-milling of titanium alloys. Uncoated fine-grained cemented
tungsten carbide (WC/Co) and Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD) TiAlN coated grade
turning tool inserts, with 50 and 150 rake angles were used under low and high cutting
speeds of 120 and 240m/min at three different feedrates (0.05, 0.075 and 0.1 mm/rev).
In recent years, many predictive models have been developed successfully for
practical machining operations. These approaches depend upon a detailed understanding
of orthogonal and oblique cutting processes traditionally used in fundamental studies of
cutting actions. Orthogonal cutting is the process by which a straight-edged tool moves
with a constant speed perpendicularly to the cutting edge. It is a two-dimensional (2D)
case of machining that can be approximated in the planing, shaping, and end turning of a
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thin-walled tube, Ernst and Merchant (1941, 1945), Stephenson et al. (2006) or in the
turning of a specially prepared ribbed (grooved) solid workpiece. Experimentally, it has
been found that the shear angle and, hence, the cutting ratio, depend upon the workpiece,
tool material and cutting conditions. Several attempts have been made to establish a
theoretical law that predicts the shear angle. Ernst and Merchant (developed the first
reasonable theory) Stephenson et al. (2006). They assumed that the shear angle would
adopt a value that would minimize the work of cutting.

1.1. MECHANICS OF ORTHOGONAL CUTTING
The shear plane model of orthogonal cutting (Figure 1) was first proposed by
Ernst and Merchant (1941, 1945), (Stephenson et al. (2006). They assumed that the chip
is formed by shear along a single plane inclined at an angle, ϕ, the shear angle, with
respect to the machined surface. This assumption is consistent with deformation patterns
observed in many chip samples from quick-stop tests. The shear angle can be calculated
from the cutting ratio, r, according to the geometric relationships shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Circular Force Diagram (Ernest & Merchant (1941, 1945)) for Orthogonal
Cutting
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When the chip thickness ratio is known from Eq. 1, the shear angle, ϕ, can be
estimated from Eq. 2.The shear force and shear stress, τs, can be calculated from Eq. 3
and Eq. 4. From the experimentally obtained cutting and trust forces, the normal force
and friction force can be deduced as shown in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6. The coefficient of friction
can be estimated from Eq. 7.

Cutting ratio: r =

=

(1)

Shear angle: ϕ =

(2)

Shear force:

(3)

Normal to shear force:

(4)

Shear stress: τs =

(5)

Cutting force: Fc =

(6)

Thrust force: Ft =

(7)

Normal force

(8)

Friction force:

(9)

Coefficient of friction: μ =

=

=

(10)
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURES
A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up and data acquisition system for
the orthogonal cutting of a tubular workpiece is shown in Figure 2. All machining
operations were carried out on an Okuma LB15 CNC turret lathe. The workpiece material
used in this experiment was α-β titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V; its physical property and
chemical composition are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. A Ti-6Al-4V tube with
an outer diameter of 50.8 mm, length of 88.9 mm and constant wall thickness of 3.175
mm were machined from solid bars and used as the workpiece, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of the Experimental Set-up and Data Acquisition System
for Orthogonal Turning
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Table 1. Physical Properties of Titanium Alloy Ti-6Al-4V

Table 2. Chemical Composition of Titanium Alloy Ti-6Al-4V

The tubular workpiece was rotated at the selected cutting speed about its central
axis, and the straight-edge cutting tool insert was fed directly into the workpiece parallel
to the axial direction, thus continuously shortening the length of the tube by removing a
chip from its end surface. Thus the condition of cutting by a single edge is satisfied,
where the tube wall thickness becomes the chip width, w, and the uncut chip thickness, to,
is equal to the feed per revolution of the tubular workpiece, fr. A screw-on, high positive,
uncoated tungsten carbide (WC/Co) inserts (CPGT3251HP K313) with a 50 rake angle,
and inserts (CPGT3251LF K313) with 150 rake angle, as well as a PVD TiAlN coated
carbide inserts (CPGT3251HP KC5010) with a 50 rake angle and inserts (CPGT3251LF
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KC5010) with 150 rake angle, were used in the machining experiments. Each of the
uncoated and coated carbide tools has two cutting edges with relief angle of 70.
The CNC program containing the G and M codes for machining one test run is
given below:
G00 X2.1 Z0.1 S240 T010101 M41 M03
G00 X1.494
G01 Z-0.05 F0.1
G00 Z0.05
G00 X7 Z8 M05

For each experiment, axial machined length of L = Z = -1.27 mm (-0.05 in.) was
made, with a new cutting edge at each selected feedrate to eliminate the effect of tool
wear. Each condition was replicated once with the same cutting edge to reduce
experimental error under all cutting conditions. Two cutting speeds (120 and 240 m/min)
and three feedrates (0.05, 0.075, and 0.1 mm/rev) were investigated. At a cutting speed of
120m/min, uncoated carbide tools with 50, and 150 rake angles were used to cut the
workpiece for the three selected feedrates; each cut was replicated once. To maintain
consistency, the initial position (zero) was reset for every cut. At a high cutting speed of
240m/min, the same processes were performed for the same uncoated tools with 50 and
150 rake angles, respectively. The same procedures were carried out for coated carbide
tools with 50 and 150 rake angles, respectively. In all the cuttings, a large amount of
emulsion coolant was flooded at the cutting zone at low pressure to serve as a coolant
and lubricant, and to reflect actual practices in manufacturing industries, unlike most
experiments reported in the literature, which were conducted under dry conditions.
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During these cutting tests, chips were collected and later their thicknesses were measured
at three different cross-sectional points along its length. The average thickness per sample
per test condition was obtained, recorded for all the cutting conditions and replications,
and used for further calculations. Chip thickness was measured using a Neiko 01407A
Stainless steel 6–inch digital caliper with extra-large LCD screen. Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6
show all the experimental plans and the measured and calculated parameters.

Table 3. Machining Parameters, Measured and Calculated Cutting Forces and Friction
Coefficients at V=120m/min Using Uncoated Tool Inserts
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Table 4. Machining Parameters, Measured and Calculated Cutting Forces and Friction
Coefficients at 240m/min Using Uncoated Tool Inserts
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Table 5. Machining Parameters, Measured and Calculated Cutting Forces and Friction
Coefficients at 120m/min Using Coated Tool Insert
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Table 6. Machining Parameters, Measured and Calculated Cutting Forces and Friction
Coefficients at 240m/min Using Coated Tool Insert

Solid titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V round bars of 50.0mm (2 inches) in diameter and
88.9 mm (3.5inches) in length were bought and pre-machined into hollow round bar
(tubular) workpieces with 3.175 mm wall thickness to simulate orthogonal turning, as
shown clamped in the CNC lathe chuck in Figure 3, to simulate orthogonal cutting.
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Figure 3. Titanium Alloy Tube Workpiece Clamped in the Lathe Chuck to Simulate
Orthogonal Turning

According to the popular chip classification developed by ISO 3685 and issued in
1977, chip types usually have the following forms: straight ribbon, tubular, corkscrew
(washer), and conical helical. Based on this definition, chips obtained in this study varied
depending on the cutting conditions. In Figure 4, (a) shows a conical helical chip
obtained under a low cutting speed of 752 rpm (120 m/mins) and a feedrate of
0.075mm/rev, (b) shows a spiral chip obtained under a high cutting speed of 1504 rpm
(240 m/min)and a feedrate of 0.05mm/rev, and (c) shows the corkscrew (washer) chip
obtained under a low cutting speed of 752 rpm (120 m/min) and a feedrate of 0.1 mm/rev.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Chip Morphologies
(a) Conical helical chips, v = 120m/mins, feedrate = 0.075mm/rev, (b) Spiral chips, v =
240m/mins, feedrate = 0.05mm/rev, (c) Corkscrew (washer) chips, v = 120m/mins,
feedrate = 0.1mm/rev
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2.1. CALIBRATION OF THE FORCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Before calibrating the force measurement system to establish the relationship
between cutting tool-tip forces (feed, radial, and tangential) with the measured X, Y, and
Z force load cell outputs, a 3-axis Kistler load cell (model number 9251A) was installed
on the machined slot using a Kistler preloading wedge (model number 9463) by Okafor
and Ukpong [1998]. Preloading the load cell at mounting with the specified 25 KN load
limit was necessary to allow shear transmission through friction. Once installed, the load
cell becomes a permanent fixture of the machine tool structure and requires no
maintenance. Calibrating the measuring system is not only necessary for establishing the
tool’s point-load cell output force relationship; it is also a vital step for checking the
behavior of the transducer to the applied forces. Figure 5 offers a picture of the
experimental set-up of the calibrations, while Figures 6a, 6b and 6c show the schematic
diagrams of the calibration set-up for the feed, radial and tangential axis, respectively.
Calibration was carried out using a steel clamp plate specially fabricated in-house. Each
axis has a different fixture for loading and unloading. A Kistler 9212 single-axis load cell
was mounted on top of a pro-lift hydraulic jack, which in turn was mounted on the
respective steel clamp plate fixture and used to apply loading and unloading forces at the
tool tip in the respective coordinate directions for tools (1) used for the orthogonal cutting
experiment.

Figure 5. Set-up for the Calibration of the Load Cell
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Calibration Set-up: (a) Feed axis, (b) Radial axis (c) Tangential axis
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Calibration was performed for different turret positions because the position of
the tool in the X, Y, and Z coordinates obviously affects the point of force application on
the structure. For the loading and unloading cycles, the single axis transducer, Kistler
9212 output and 3-axis Kistler 9251A load cell output were passed through a Kistler 5010
dual-mode amplifier and were acquired using a 4-channel Tektronix TDS 420A
oscilloscope. The sensitivity of the single-axis Kistler 9212 transducer was set to 11.24
pC/N (50pC/N); the sensitivities of the 3-axis Kistler 9251A load cell were set to 8 pC/N
in the X and Y axis components and to 4 pC/N in the Z axis component of the Kistler
5010 dual-mode amplifier. The X, Y and Z output components of the charge amplifier
were connected to Channels 1, 2, and 3 of the Tektronix oscilloscope, respectively, while
the transducer output was connected to Channel 4 of the Tektronix oscilloscope, as was
shown in Figure 5. The vertical scales of Channels 1 and 2 were set to 200mV/division
each in the Tektronix TDS 420A oscilloscope at the scale of 1000 mechanical units (MU)
per volt in the charge amplifier, Channel 3 was set to 500mV/division at 2000 mechanical
units (MU/Volt), and Channel 4, which is connected to the transducer, was set to
1Volt/division in the Tektronix TDS 420A oscilloscope at the scale of 4000 mechanical
units (MU/Volt) in the charge amplifier. A sampling rate of 50Hz, 1000 data points and a
trigger level of 20mV were used during the calibration process. Each axis was calibrated
by applying an unspecified unilateral load on the handle of the pro-lift hydraulic jack
(model number B-002 NC) until it reached maximum loading. The unloading was
observed when the continuous unilateral load on the pro-lift hydraulic jack caused no
further significant increment. At this point, the wave signals were acquired using the 4channel Tektronix oscilloscope. The same procedure was repeated for all the axes of Tool
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1. The calibration load limit used does not prevent higher values of force from being used
on the lathe, but does allow better accuracy to be obtained in the normal working range
for tool status monitoring.
Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the applied load versus time and the transducer force
response for the feed, radial and tangential tool-tip coordinates, respectively, for Tool 1.
The data were processed using a moving average period of 20 for each signal captured.
Particularly interesting was the unusual behavior of the load cell during the
tangential and radial axes loading and unloading of the turret-tool tip. For higher load
limits, the turret housing behaved as if it were to be lifted off the bolted base, so the
transducer attempted to mimic the profile. Linearity was kept in check by applying lower
load limits for both axes. Figures 10, 11, and 12. show the load cell force response and
applied force relationships for the 3-coordinate directions using Tool 1. The data were
processed using a polynomial of 5 degrees. The loading and unloading follows similar
trends in nearly all cases, thus indicating a desirable linear transducer response.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 7. Feed Axis Calibration for Tool 1: (a) Load Cell Input, (b) X-output, (c)
Y-output, (d) Z-output

(a)
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(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 8. Radial Axis Calibration for Tool 1: (a) Load Cell Input, (b) X-output, (c)
Y-output, (d) Z-output

(a)
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(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 9. Tangential Axis Calibration for Tool 1: (a) Load Cell Input, (b) X- output,
(c) Y-output and (d) Z-output
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 10. Load Cell Response to Applied Load (Feed Axis, Tool 1): (a) X-axis
Cell Output, (b) Y-axis Cell Output, (c) Z-axis Cell Output
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 11. Load Cell Response to Applied Load (Radial Axis, Tool 1): (a) X-axis
Cell Output, (b) Y-axis Cell Output, (c) Z-axis Cell Output
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 12. Load Cell Response to Applied Load (Tangential Axis, Tool 1): (a) Xaxis Cell Output, (b) Y-axis Cell Output, (c) Z-axis Cell Output

2.2. MULTIPLE REGRESSIONS TO ESTABLISH CALIBRATION MATRIX
The following linear relationships are assumed to exist between the cutting forces
at the tool tip (feed, radial and tangential) and the corresponding transducer (X, Y, and Z)
measured force outputs.
Ff = Af fx +Bffy +Cffz

(11)
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Fr = Arfx +Brfy +Crfz

(12)

Ft = Atfx +Btfy + Ct fz

(13)

Where Ff, Fr, and Ft are the feed, radial and tangential cutting forces at the tool tip,
respectively. For the orthogonal cutting of the titanium tube, the feed force Ff = the
thrust force (Ft), and the tangential force Ft = the cutting force, Fc ; fx, fy, and fz are the
measured load cell output forces in the X, Y and Z load cell coordinates, respectively,
and Af, Bf, And Ct are the parameters to be estimated.
A simple least square model fitting technique was applied to each respective
loading/unloading data record using STATISTICATM software from StarSoftR. The
calibration equations for Tool 1 become:

Ft =Ff = 71+12fx – 0.3fy – 20fz

…. R2 = 0.9621

(14)

Fr = 77.4 - 59fx – 36fy - 1fz

….R2 = 0.9889

(15)

Fc =Ft = 56 - 14fx – 32fy – 4fz

….R2 = 0.9461

(16)

The normal probability plot and residual plot for the regression are given in Figures 13a
and b, which again confirms the adequacy of the regression models.
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2.3. OVERVIEW OF THE CUTTING FORCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
It is known for orthogonal cutting that the X-component (radial-component) of
force is theoretically zero. Preliminary tests show that this assumption is practically valid.
The X- component of force is always less than 2% of the Z-component (axial feed) of
force. Therefore, this force component need not be recorded; it was only monitored
online to insure the orthogonality of the cut. Only the Y- (thrust) and Z- (feed)
components were recorded. A 3-axis Kistler 9251A load cell (fx, fy, fz) output was
connected to two dual-mode Kistler type 5010 charge amplifiers operated in charge mode
with a long time constant. The outputs from the charge amplifier were connected to
Channels 1, 2 and 3 of a Tektronix TDS 420 4-channel digitizing oscilloscope, where
they were digitalized and acquired with the help of a floppy disk. A low pass filter of 2.2
KHz and a scale of 200 mechanical units per volt (mu/v) for the charge amplifier were
carefully selected after due consideration of numerous preliminary tests. The triggering
threshold used to trigger the oscilloscope was 20 mv. The filtered signals then were
acquired in a Tektronix TDS 420 digitizing oscilloscope with a sampling frequency set to
2.5 KHz and record length of 5000 data points. This combination of sampling frequency
and record length allowed for an acquisition window of 2 seconds, as shown in Figures
14 and 15.
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(a) Unprocessed Fx/feed signal

(b) Processed Fx/feed Signal
Figure 14. Unprocessed and Processed Fx/feed Signal

(a) Unprocessed Fy/tangential signal
Figure 15. Unprocessed and Processed Fy/tangential Signal
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(b) Processed Fy/tangential signal
Figure 15. Unprocessed and Processed Fy/tangential Signal (cont.)

Figures 14 and 15 show that each force trace exhibits an initial overshoot, which
corresponds to the entry of the cutting tool into the workpiece, and the subsequent,
relatively constant force corresponds to the steady state force. The steady state force
condition is maintained until the tool exits the workpiece.

2.4. SIGNAL PROCESSING
The digitized cutting force signals were acquired and saved on a floppy disk and
later processed via a Dell desktop computer with the Windows Vista operating system
and Microsoft Office 2010. The data were processed in MS Excel 2010 to remove
extraneous noise. Figures 14 and 15 show the unprocessed and processed signals for the
cutting forces in the feed (Fx) and tangential (Fy) direction, respectively. A moving
average value of 20 was used for processing in order to eliminate the fluctuations in the
cutting force signals due to the interaction of chips with the tool. The forces at the tool tip
were calculated using the relationship (equations 14 -16) developed by Okafor and
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Onyishi during the calibration process. The following equations give the relationship
between the cutting forces at the tool tip and the corresponding Kistler 9251A load cell
force output.

Ft =Ff = 71+12fx – 0.3fy – 20fz

…. R2 = 0.9621

(17)

Fr = 77.4 - 59fx – 36fy - 1fz

….R2 = 0.9889

(18)

Fc =Ft = 56 - 14fx – 32fy – 4fz

….R2 = 0.9461

(19)

Even though three equations were generated during the calibration process, Fr, the
radial direction of the force components, was discarded and not recorded due to the
orthogonal nature of the experiment, as stated previously.
The physical properties and chemical composition of the titanium alloy are listed
in the Tables 1 and 2 above, respectively. Table 7 gives the summary machining
parameters used for the orthogonal cutting tests.

Table 7. Summary of Machining Parameters Used for the Orthogonal Cutting Tests
Tool holder

SGCR163 with 00 rake angle

Cutting tool insert

CPGT3251HP KC5010 and CPGT3251LF KC5010
CPGT3251HP K313 and CPGT3251LF K313

Rake angles

50 and 150

Relief angles

70

Cutting speeds

120 and 240 m/mins

Feedrates

0.05, 0.075 and 0.1 mm/rev

Radial in-feed

1.27mm

Coolant

Flooded emulsion coolant
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The determined calibration equations 14, 15, and 16, giving the relationship
between the cutting forces (thrust force, radial force, and the cutting force) at the tool
tip and the corresponding Kistler 9251A load cell force outputs were used to estimate
the cutting force and thrust force from load cell force measurements during the
orthogonal turning tests, and the results are reported in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6, columns 6
and 7 for all the test conditions investigated. These experimentally determined cutting
forces (Fc, Ft) along with the given machining parameters (rake angles, undeformed and
deformed chip thickness), Table 4, were used to calculate the shear angle, coefficient of
friction, shear force, friction force and shear stress, using the derived equations 1-10.
The calculated values are also reported in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6, as well as the machining
parameters. The effect of machining parameters on cutting forces, shear angle and
friction are plotted in Figures 16, and 17.

3.1. EFFECTS OF FEEDRATE ON CUTTING FORCES
The plots of cutting force and thrust force as function of feedrate at low cutting
speed of 120 m/min for uncoated and coated tool with 5o rake is shown in Figure 16a.
It is seen from Figure 16a and Tables 4 and 6 that both cutting force and thrust force
increases with increase in feedrate for uncoated tungsten carbide (W/Co) and WC/Co
PVD coated inserts. This is because the chip thickness and cutting ratio increases with
increase in feedrate, thus requiring more force to deform the material, see 3rd and 4th
column of Table 4. Uncoated tungsten carbide (WC/Co) inserts exhibit much lower
cutting force than tungsten carbide (WC/Co) PVD coated with TiAlN. Also thrust force
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is much lower than the cutting force. Similar increasing trends in cutting force and
thrust force with increase in feedrate are obtained for both uncoated and coated tool
inserts at higher cutting speed of 240 m/min and 5o rake angle, Figure 16c, and Tables 4
and 6, but with higher force magnitudes than at lower cutting speed. Similar results
were reported by Ozel et al. for orthogonal machining of Ti-6Al-4V but under dry
machining condition. At higher rake angle of 150 the cutting forces also increase with
increase in feedrate both at low cutting speed (120 m/min) and at higher cutting speed
(240 m/min), but with lower maximum forces than those obtained with lower rake angle
of 5o,(Figures 16b and d). Shear force and friction force also increase with increase in
feedrate. The lower cutting force resulted in a lower shear force and friction force.

3.2. EFFECTS OF CUTTING TOOL COATING ON CUTTING FORCES AND
FRICTION
Figures 16 and Tables 3 – 6 indicate that cutting forces are greatly affected by
cutting tool insert coating. As discussed above, lower cutting forces in all cases were
obtained with uncoated tungsten carbide tool insert (WC/Co) than with WC/Co PVD
coated TiAlN.
Both tools displayed similar trends with regards to increase of the cutting forces
as the feedrate increases. As the feedrate increased from 0.05 to 0.1mm/rev, both the
uncoated and coated cutting tool inserts exhibit large variations in the upward trending
of cutting forces. This can be explained by the fact that the tool is subjected to larger
cutting load. Therefore, more materials are removed at a higher feedrate than at a lower
feedrate within the same machining time. From Tables 3 – 6, it is observed that at
lower cutting speed, uncoated tool insert exhibits higher average friction coefficient at
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low rake angle than coated insert, thus the coating serves to reduce friction; but at the
higher rake angle and low cutting speed, coated tool exhibits higher average friction
coefficient. On the other hand, for the case of higher cutting speed, uncoated insert
gives lower average friction coefficient at low rake angle than coated inserts, but at
higher rake angle, coated insert gives lower average friction coefficient than uncoated
insert.
Based on the effect of insert coating of increasing cutting forces, and from the
point of view of using high speed machining to decrease cutting forces, especially for
monolithic machining of thin walls in titanium components used in aerospace
structures, coated cutting tool inserts are not recommended for machining titanium
alloys.

Ezeugwu (2005) in his review of key improvements in the machining of

difficult-to-cut aerospace superalloys, concluded that there is negligible difference
between coated and uncoated carbide tools in terms of tool life, and therefore there is no
tangible benefit in machining with coated carbide tools with associated additional cost
of typically 15%. Cutting tool coatings serve as diffusion barriers, and they prevent the
interaction between the chip formed during machining and cutting tool material. These
coatings such as TiAlN are extremely hard, and thus very abrasion resistant. TiAlN has
the added advantage of lowering coefficient of friction at higher cutting speed and
higher rake angle compared to WC/Co.

3.3. EFFECTS OF RAKE ANGLE ON CUTTING FORCES AND FRICTION
COEFFICIENT
From Table 3 – 6, for both the uncoated and coated tools, it is observed that an
increase in the positive rake angle from 50 to 150 led to a decrease in the cutting force,
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which agrees with what is reported in published literature regarding cutting tools with
higher rake angles exhibiting lower cutting forces and power. This can be attributed to
the drop in the shear strength in the primary shear deformation zone as the tool
temperature rises, as well as to the decrease in the length of the shear plane and shear
plane area. These results provide valuable information about the best rake angle to use
for machining titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V. Similarly, the thrust force, Ft, followed the
same trend as Fc in all cases. Figures 16 show that the thrust forces were always lower
than the main cutting force because more forces were being exacted on the feed
direction. The result of this experiment also helps to explain why uncoated and coated
tools of the same high positive (150) rake angles under the same cutting conditions
(Figures 16b and 16d) did not generate equal cutting forces. The reason is because the
coated tool mainly influences the tool-chip contact zone (secondary shear zone) due to
its larger contact area, whereas the uncoated counterpart can plunge easily into the
workpiece and produces a smaller contact area.

(a) Cutting tool with 5o rake angle at cutting speed V= 120 m/min
Figure 16. Cutting Forces vs Feedrate in Orthogonal Turning
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(b) Cutting tool with 15o rake angle at cutting speed V= 120 m/min

(c) Cutting tool with 5o rake angle at cutting speed V= 240 m/min

(d) Cutting tool with 15o rake angle at cutting speed V= 240 m/min
Figure 16. Cutting Forces vs Feedrate in Orthogonal Turning (cont.)
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3.4. EFFECT OF RAKE ANGLE ON SHEAR FORCE
Figure 17 shows that increasing the positive rake angles from 50 to 150 decreases
the shear forces significantly at both low and high cutting speed, for the coated and
uncoated tool insert. This occurs because positive rake angles produce larger shear angle
and shorter shear plane and thus, less shear force, which helps to reduce the friction force
and cutting forces, thus producing a better surface finish because it helps the chip to flow
away from the workpiece material.

Figure 17. Average Shear Force vs Rake Angle

This result indicates that the machinability of titanium alloys could be improved
by the use of cutting tools with higher positive rake angle.
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3.5. EFFECT OF CUTTING SPEED ON MAIN CUTTING FORCE
The effect of cutting speed on main cutting force is plotted in Figure 18, which
shows the average main cutting forces at two selected cutting speeds of 120 and 240
m/min for uncoated and coated cutting tools with 50 and 15o rake angles. It is observed
that the main cutting force increased with an increase in the cutting speed for both the
uncoated and coated cutting tool inserts with 50 and 15o rake angles.

Figure 18. Average Cutting Force vs Cutting Speed

The coated cutting tool insert in general generate higher cutting forces. The
uncoated tool inserts have similar rate of increase of cutting force with increase in cutting
speed for the 50 and 15o rake angles. Also coated tool inserts have similar rate of increase
of cutting force with increase in cutting speed for the 50 and 15o rake angles.
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In general, the coated cutting tools generated higher cutting forces. This result of
WC/Co PVD coated TiAlN tool insert generating higher cutting forces than uncoated
WC/Co insert agree with the result reported by Srivastava et al. (2010) for similar
material and cutting tool insert

3.6. EFFECTS OF FEEDRATES ON COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
Figure 19 indicates that an increase in feedrates slightly increases the coefficient
of friction, and increases in rake angles for both uncoated and coated cutting tools
increases the coefficient of friction.

Figure 19. Coefficient of Friction vs Feedrate

3.7. EFFECTS OF FEEDRATES ON SHEAR ANGLE
Figure 20 shows that the shear angle increases significantly with an increase in
the feedrate from 0.05 to 0.075 mm, but tends to decrease at the highest feedrate of 0.1
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mm. Additionally, the shear angle shows remarkable increases with cutting tools with
large rake angles but shows no noticeable increase with increases in cutting speed.

Figure 20. Shear Angle vs Feedrates
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4. CONCLUSION
This paper investigated the effects of machining parameters on cutting forces,
shear angle and friction during orthogonal turning of titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V tube.
From the results the following conclusions are made:
1.

Cutting force and thrust force increases with increase in feedrate for uncoated
tungsten carbide (W/Co) and WC/Co PVD coated inserts at both low positive rake
angle of 5o C and high positive rake of 15o C, and at both low cutting speed of
120 m/min and high cutting speed of 240 m/min, for the feedrate range of 0.05 –
0.1 mm/rev.

2.

Chip thickness and cutting ration increases with increase in feedrate for the same
feedrate range.

3.

Uncoated tungsten carbide (WC/Co) inserts exhibit much lower cutting force than
tungsten carbide (WC/Co) PVD coated with TiAlN.

4.

Thrust force is much lower than the cutting force.

5.

Cutting force and thrust force increases with increase in cutting speed from 120
m/min to 240 m/min, for both the uncoated and coated cutting tool inserts. The
coated cutting tool in general generates higher cutting forces.

6.

Uncoated tool inserts exhibit higher average friction coefficient than coated tool
inserts at low rake angle and low cutting speed, and thus the coating serves to
reduce friction; but at higher rake angle and low cutting speed, coated tool inserts
exhibits higher average friction coefficient.

7.

Uncoated tool inserts exhibit lower average friction coefficient than coated tool
inserts at lower rake angle and higher cutting speed.
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8.

Coated cutting tool inserts are not recommended for machining titanium alloys
because they increase cutting forces.

9.

An increase in the positive rake angle from 50 to 150 leads to a higher shear
angle and less shear force, which decreases the cutting force, thrust force, and
friction force.

10.

Machinability of titanium alloys could be improved by using cutting tool inserts
with higher positive rake angle.
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ABSTRACT
Titanium alloys, due to their unique and excellent combination of low density,
high strength-to-weight ratio, ability to retain strength at high temperatures, and
exceptional resistance to corrosion, are attractive materials for aerospace industries.
However, titanium alloys are difficult to machine because of their high chemical
reactivity and low thermal conductivity, the latter of which leads to poor heat conduction
and high temperature at the tool-tip and edges. These thermo-mechanical phenomena
affect the machinability of titanium alloys and lead to the generation of high cutting
forces and rapid tool wear during the machining operations. The quest for enhanced
material removal and tool life has necessitated research into cutting forces during highspeed cutting of titanium alloys. Most orthogonal cutting test reported in the literature
used end turning of tubular workpiece. This paper presents the result of experimental
investigations on the effects of machining parameters on cutting forces, shear angle and
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friction in orthogonal turning of Ti-6Al-4V using solid ribbed bar. The results are
compared with those from orthogonal turning of tubular workpiece. Uncoated finegrained cemented tungsten carbide (WC/Co) and Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD)
TiAlN coated grade turning tool inserts, with 50 and 160 rake angles were used under low
and high cutting speeds of 120 and 240m/min at three different feedrates (0.05, 0.075
and 0.1 mm/rev). The experiments were conducted under flooded emulsion coolant to
reflect what is practically obtainable in manufacturing industries.
The experimental results show that the cutting force components, Fc, are
significantly higher that the thrust force components, Ft, and that all cutting force
components (Fc,Ft,and F) at two selected cutting speeds of 120 and 240 m/min and at the
three selected feedrates increased with increase in feedrate for both uncoated and coated
cutting tools. However, for both uncoated and coated tools, an increase in the positive
rake angle from 50 to 160 led to a decrease in cutting force. The 16o tool rake angle results
in an increase of the shear angle and friction coefficient, and thus lower shear force and
friction force.

In contrast, PVD coated tools gave the largest cutting forces.

In

comparison with the results obtained using tubular workpiece, the cutting forces
generated by the ribbed workpiece material are higher in all cases investigated.
Keywords: Orthogonal turning of ribbed solid bar , Cutting forces, Shear angle, Friction
coefficient, Machining parameters, Titanium machining.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Titanium alloys, due to their unique properties such as high tensile strength-todensity ratio, high corrosion resistance, and the ability to retain their strength at high
temperatures, are extensively used in aerospace (for manufacturing aircraft landing gear
and structural parts), marine (for manufacturing naval ship structures and propeller
shafts), biomedical, aviation, and oil industries. Titanium alloys are classified into three
main groups: α- alloys, β- alloys, and α-β alloys. Alpha (α) titanium alloys have low
tensile strength and produce low cutting forces. In contrast, α-β and β- alloys have higher
tensile strength and generate significantly higher cutting forces. Titanium alloy Ti-6Al4V, which is α-β alloy, is the most widely used titanium alloy for manufacturing aircraft
parts. Ti-6Al-4V offers a number of important properties that have advantages over steel,
including a high melting point, low density, high specific strength, high ratio of yield
stress to tensile strength, and high hot strength; hence, they are used at elevated
temperatures up to 6000C. However, Ti-6Al-4V is classified as one of the most difficultto-cut metals due to its low thermal conductivity, and as a result, the significant heat
generated by the cutting action does not dissipate quickly from the tool’s cutting edge.
Therefore, most of the generated heat is concentrated on the tool’s cutting edge and face,
thus causing high tip temperatures, excessive deformation of cutting tool and friction,
tool wear and brakeage. Also, titanium alloys work-harden with increasing temperatures
and when combined with thin chips (caused by a high shearing angle) sliding on a
relatively small area on the tool face, which increases the cutting force on the cutting
edge, resulting in rapid tool wear and breakage.
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Cutting forces are the most essential determinants in machining processes. These
forces generated in machining have direct influence on heat generation; tool deflection,
wear and failure; power requirements and the quality of the machined parts. Excessive
cutting forces cause the cutting tool, workpiece, machine tool and machined part to suffer
unacceptable large deformations, excessive cutting temperatures, unstable vibrations, tool
breakage, and poor quality of machined parts. Therefore, adequate knowledge of cutting
forces and the effects of cutting parameters on those forces is highly important in
machining process. Details regarding cutting forces, shear angle and friction coefficients
are required not only for designing machine tools and cutting tools, but also for the
analysis of the cutting process to determining optimum machining parameters; and to
provide machining data for the formulation of mechanistic, Finite Element (FE) and
empirical cutting force models for machining simulation. The quest to lower cutting force
at the cutting tool-chip interface when cutting hard metals like titanium alloys has posed
enormous challenges for manufacturing industries.
Few studies have been conducted to determine the correlations between cutting
forces and cutting parameters when cutting titanium alloys. Kosaraju et al. (2011)
investigated the effect of rake angle and feedrate on cutting force in an orthogonal turning
of EN8 steel. They observed that cutting force increased with increase in feedrate and
decreased with increase in rake angle from 00 to 200. An experimental investigation into
high-speed turning of the titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V (with coated and uncoated carbide
turning inserts) was conducted by Srivastava et al. (2010); they found that cutting forces
increased with increase in cutting speed and feedrate, except at the lowest feedrate, where
lower forces were observed with uncoated inserts; in addition, they reported that cutting
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forces decreased with an increase in rake angle from 0o to 5o. Fang and Wu (2009)
conducted a comparative study of cutting forces in orthogonal high speed finish
machining of Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel 718 tube workpiece materials, using coated carbide
tools with no cutting fluids or coolant. They reported that for both Ti-6Al-4V and
Inconel 718 workpiece materials, the cutting force, thrust force, and resultant force all
decrease as cutting speed increases, while the force ratio (Fc/Ft) increases. They also
reported that as the feedrate increases, the cutting force, the thrust force, the resultant
force, as well as the force ratio all increases however, cutting force and thrust force in
machining Inconel 718 are higher than those in machining Titanium Ti-6Al-4V.
Baldoukas et al. (2008) investigated the effects of depth of the cut, tool rake angle and
workpiece type on the main cutting force during an orthogonal turning process. They
concluded that the influence of rake angle on the main cutting force depends on the type
of workpiece material; also, they reported that the main cutting force increased linearly
with increase in depth of cut. Similar observations were also made by Saglam et al.
(2006), as they investigated the effects of rake angle and approach angle on the main
cutting force and tool-tip temperature in orthogonal turning of AlSl 1040 steel. They
discovered that approach angle and rake angle have considerable effect on cutting forces
and temperature at the tool-chip interface. Their findings on the effect of tool rake angle
corresponds with the finding by Baldoukas et al. that increasing positive rake angle
decreases the cutting forces significantly. This occurs because a positive rake angle
produces a higher shear angle, which helps to reduce cutting forces and thus produces a
better surface finish because it assists the chip to flow away from the workpiece. Another
notable effort was made by Gunay et al. (2004), when they investigated the effect of rake
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angle on main cutting force. They reported that the main cutting force increased with
increase of negative rake values and decreased with increase of positive rake values. This
was attributed to a reduction in the tool-chip contact area and friction force. Marusich
(2001) investigated the effects of friction and cutting speed on cutting force in simulation
validation process, and suggested that a decrease in the cutting force must come from a
reduction in the effective friction at the tool-chip interface. Additionally, Iqbal et al.
(2007), investigated the effect of interface friction on tool-chip contact length in
orthogonal cutting using the finite element method. Their results showed that reduced
chip compression ratios lead to a lower tool-chip contact length. Their finite element
analysis revealed that friction distribution schemes significantly affect the ability to
predict contact length, while chip thickness seemed insensitive to friction schemes. Seker
et al. (2004) investigated the effect of feedrate on cutting forces when machining with
linear motion. They concluded that the main cutting force increased with an increase in
the feedrate when the depth of cut and cutting speed were held constant. Considering
cutting tools, Ezugwu et al. (2005), Zoya and Krishnamurthy (2000), and Ozel et al.
(2010) independently reported that coated tools exhibited the largest cutting forces at
high cutting speeds than uncoated tools, but less tool wear were observed, during dry
machining of Ti-6Al-4V alloy.
Although several studies have investigated the effects of machining parameters on
cutting forces in orthogonal cutting of low strength alloys, there is insufficient knowledge
on the effects of cutting parameters (cutting speed, feedrate, tool rake angle and
workpiece geometry) on orthogonal cutting of difficult-to-cut metals such as titanium.
Also most published orthogonal cutting tests were conducted using tubular workpiece,
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and only very few using ribbed solid workpiece, and there is no comparative study of the
two orthogonal cutting test approaches is reported in published literature. Most studies
on the machinability of titanium alloys were based on dry cutting operations and low
cutting speeds; thus, they do not reflect actual practices in manufacturing industries
today. Therefore, the objective of the study reported in this paper, is to investigate the
effects of machining parameters (feedrate, cutting speed, rake angle, uncoated and coated
tool inserts) on cutting forces (cutting force, Fc, thrust force, Ft, friction force, F, and
normal to friction force, N), shear angle friction coefficient, and shear stress during high
speed orthogonal turning of titanium Ti-6Al-4V alloy workpiece with ribs under flooded
coolant conditions, typical of the practice in manufacturing industry.

The second

objective of the research is to obtain orthogonal cutting data base, which will be
transformed to oblique milling geometry, and used to determine specific cutting and edge
force coefficients, for mechanistic modeling and simulation of cutting forces in high
speed bull nose helical end-milling of titanium alloys.

A third objective is to compare

the results obtained by the two approaches of orthogonal cutting tests – using tubular and
ribbed solid workpiece - in terms of accuracy and ease of use. A comparative study of
the two approaches is essential to ascertain the accuracy of data and ease of use in cutting
force modeling and simulation. Uncoated

fine-grained cemented tungsten carbide

(WC/Co) and Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD) TiAlN coated grade turning tool
inserts, with 50 and 160 rake angles were used under low and high cutting speeds of 120
and 240m/min at three different feedrates (0.05, 0.075 and 0.1 mm/rev).
In recent years, many predictive models have been developed successfully for
practical machining operations. These approaches depend upon a detailed understanding
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of orthogonal and oblique cutting processes traditionally used in fundamental studies of
cutting actions. Orthogonal cutting is the process by which a straight-edged tool moves
with a constant speed perpendicularly to the cutting edge. It is a two-dimensional (2D)
case of machining that can be approximated in the planing, shaping, and end turning of a
thin-walled tube Stephenson et al. (2006) or a specially prepared ribbed (grooved)
workpiece. Experimentally, it has been found that the shear angle and, hence, the cutting
ratio, depend upon the workpiece, tool material and cutting conditions. Several attempts
have been made to establish a theoretical law that predicts the shear angle. Ernst and
Merchant (developed the first reasonable theory) Stephenson et al. (2006). They assumed
that the shear angle would adopt a value that would minimize the work of cutting.

1.1. MECHANICS OF ORTHOGONAL CUTTING
The shear plane model of orthogonal cutting (Figure 1) was first proposed by
Ernst and Merchant (1941, 1945) (Stephenson et al., 2006).

Figure 1. Circular Force Diagram (Ernest & Merchant 1941, 1945) for Orthogonal
Cutting
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They assumed that the chip is formed by shear along a single plane inclined at an
angle, ϕ, (the shear angle) with respect to the machined surface. This assumption is
consistent with deformation patterns observed in many chip samples from quick-stop
tests. The shear angle can be calculated from the cutting ratio, r, according to the
geometric relationships shown in Figure 1.
When the chip thickness ratio is known from Eq. 1, the shear angle [ϕ], can be
estimated from Eq. 2. The shear force and shear stress, τs, can be calculated from Eq. 3
and Eq 4. From the experimentally obtained cutting and trust forces, the normal force and
friction force can be deduced as shown in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6. The coefficient of friction can
be estimated from Eq. 7.
Cutting ratio: r =

=

(1)

Shear angle: ϕ =

(2)

Shear force:

(3)

Normal to shear force:

(4)

Shear stress: τs =

(5)

Cutting force: Fc =

(6)

Thrust force: Ft =

(7)

Normal force

(8)

Friction force:

(9)

Coefficient of friction: μ =

=

=

(10)
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SET- UP AND PROCEDURE
A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up and data acquisition system for
the orthogonal cutting of ribbed solid workpiece is shown in Figure 2. All machining
operations were carried out on an Okuma LB15 CNC turret lathe. The workpiece material
used in this experiment was α-β titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V; its physical property and
chemical composition are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. A Ti-6Al-4V solid bar
with an outer diameter of 50.8 mm, and length of 88.9 mm was pre-machined to simulate
orthogonal turning by creating four ribs on the outer diameter of the solid bar. The depth
and width of the ribs are 10.16 (diameter value) and 3.175 mm, respectively, as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of the Experimental Set-up and Data Acquisition System
for Orthogonal Turning
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Table 1. Physical Properties of Titanium Alloy Ti-6Al-4V

Table 2. Chemical Composition of Titanium Alloy Ti-6Al-4

The ribbed solid workpiece was rotated at the selected cutting speed about its
central axis, and the straight-edge cutting tool insert was fed directly into the workpiece
perpendicular to the axial direction, thus continuously reducing the diameter of the rib by
removing a chip from its outer diameter. Thus the condition of cutting by a single edge is
satisfied, where the rib width becomes the chip width, w, and the uncut chip thickness, to,
is equal to the feed per revolution of the ribbed solid workpiece, fr. A4 turn/groove, flat
top,

WC/Co

uncoated

tungsten

carbide

(A4G0605M06U04B

K313)

and

(A4G0600M06P04GUP KU10) inserts with 50 and 160 rakes angles, and A4 turn/groove,
flat

top,

PVD

TiAlN

coated

carbide

(A4G0605M06U04BKC5025)

and

(A4G0600M06P04GUP KCU25) inserts with 50 and160 rake angles respectively, were
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used in this experiment. Each of the uncoated and coated carbide tools has two cutting
edges with relief angle of 70.
For each experiment, total radial diameter depth of cut d = 1.27mm (0.05 in.) was
made with a new cutting edge, at each selected feedrate, to eliminate tool wear. Each
condition was replicated once with the same cutting edge to reduce experimental error
under all cutting conditions. Two cutting speeds (120 and 240 m/min) and three feedrates
(0.05, 0.075, and 0.1mm/rev) were investigated. At a cutting speed of 120 m/min,
uncoated carbide tools with 50 and 160 rake angles was used to cut the workpiece for the
three selected feedrates; each cut was replicated once. To maintain consistency, the initial
position (zero) was reset for every cut. At a high cutting speed of 240m/min, the same
processes were performed for the same uncoated tools with 50 and 160 rake angles,
respectively. The same procedures were carried out for coated carbide tools with 50 and
160 rake angles, respectively. In all the cuttings, a large amount of emulsion coolant was
flooded

at the cutting zone at low pressure to serve as a coolant and lubricant, and to

reflect actual practices in manufacturing industries, unlike most experiments reported in
the literature, which were conducted under dry conditions. During these cutting tests,
chips were collected and later their thicknesses were measured at three different crosssectional points along its length. The average thickness per sample per test condition was
obtained, recorded for all the cutting conditions and replications, and used for further
calculations. Chip thickness was measured using a Neiko 01407A Stainless steel 6–inch
digital caliper with extra-large LCD screen. Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 show all the
experimental plans and the measured and calculated parameters.
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The CNC program containing the G and M codes for machining one test run is
given below:
G00 X2.008 Z-0.188 S120 T050505 M41 M03
G01 X1.828 F0.05
G00 X2
G00 X7 Z8 M05

Table 3. Machining Parameters, Measured and Calculated Cutting Forces and Friction
Coefficients at V=120m/min Using Uncoated Tool Inserts
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Table 4. Machining Parameters, Measured and Calculated Cutting Forces and Friction
Coefficients at 240m/min Using Uncoated Tool Inserts
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Table 5. Machining Parameters, Measured and Calculated Cutting Forces and Friction
Coefficients at 120m/min Using Coated Tool Insert
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Table 6. Machining Parameters, Measured and Calculated Cutting Forces and Friction
Coefficients at 240m/min Using Coated Tool Insert
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Round solid titanium bars 50.8 mm (2 inches) in diameter and 88.9 mm (3.5
inches) in length were bought and pre-machined into workpieces with 4 grooves and 4
ribs. Each ribbed workpiece was clamped in the CNC lathe chuck as shown in Figure 3 to
simulate orthogonal turning with a solid bar workpiece , with the cutting tool positioned
for orthogonal turning experiments.

Figure 3. Titanium Alloy Workpiece with Ribs Clamped in the Lathe Chuck to Simulate
Orthogonal Turning

According to the popular chip classification developed by ISO 3685 and issued in
1977, chip types usually have the following forms: straight ribbon, tubular, corkscrew
(washer), and conical helical. Based on this definition, chips obtained in this study varied
depending on the cutting conditions. Figure 4a shows a conical helical chip obtained
under a low cutting speed of 752 rpm (120 m/mins) and a feedrate of 0.075mm/rev,
Figure 4b shows a spiral chip obtained under a high cutting speed of 1504 rpm (240
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m/min) and a feedrate of 0.05mm/rev, and Figure 4c shows the corkscrew (washer) chip
obtained under a low cutting speed of 752 rpm (120 m/min) and a feedrate of 0.1 mm/rev.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Chip Morphologies
(a) Conical Helical Chips: v = 120m/mins, Feedrate = 0.075mm/rev, (b) Spiral Chips: v =
240m/mins, Feedrate = 0.05mm/rev, (c) Corkscrew (Washer) Chips: v = 120m/mins,
feedrate = 0.1mm/rev

2.1. CALIBRATION OF THE FORCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Before calibrating the force measurement system to establish the relationship
between cutting tool-tip forces (feed, radial, and tangential) with the measured X, Y, and
Z force load cell outputs, a 3-axis Kistler load cell (model number 9251A) was installed
on the machined slot using a Kistler preloading wedge (model number 9463) by Okafor
and Ukpong [1998]. Preloading the load cell at mounting with the specified 25 KN load
limit was necessary to allow shear transmission through friction. Once installed, the load
cell becomes a permanent fixture of the machine tool structure and requires no
maintenance. Calibrating the measuring system is not only necessary for establishing the
tool’s point-load cell output force relationship; it is also a vital step for checking the
behavior of the transducer to the applied forces. Figure 5 offers a picture of the
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experimental set-up of the calibrations, while Figures 6a, 6b and 6c show the schematic
diagrams of the calibration set-up for the feed, radial and tangential axis, respectively.
Calibration was carried out using a steel clamp plate specially fabricated in-house. Each
axis has a different fixture for loading and unloading. A Kistler 9212 single-axis load cell
was mounted on top of a pro-lift hydraulic jack, which in turn was mounted on the
respective steel clamp plate fixture and used to apply loading and unloading forces at the
tool tip in the respective coordinate directions for tool (5) used for the orthogonal cutting
experiment.

Figure 5. Set-up for the Calibration of the Load Cell

(a)

Figure 6. Calibration Set-up: (a) Feed Axis
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(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Calibration Set-up: (b) Radial Axis, (c) Tangential Axis (cont.)

Calibration was performed for different turret positions because the position of
the tool in the X, Y, and Z coordinates obviously affects the point of force application on
the structure. For the loading and unloading cycles, the single axis transducer, Kistler
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9212 output, and 3-axis Kistler 9251A load cell output were passed through a Kistler
5010 dual-mode amplifier and were acquired using a 4-channel Tektronix TDS 420A
oscilloscope. The sensitivity of the single-axis Kistler 9212 transducer was set to 11.24
pC/N (50pC/N); the sensitivities of the 3-axis Kistler 9251A load cell were set to 8 pC/N
for the X and Y axis components and to 4 pC/N for the Z axis component of the Kistler
5010 dual-mode amplifier. The X, Y and Z output components of the charge amplifier
were connected to Channels 1, 2, and 3 of the Tektronix oscilloscope, respectively, while
the transducer output was connected to Channel 4 of the Tektronix oscilloscope, as was
shown in Figure 5. The vertical scales of Channels 1 and 2 were set to 200mV/division
each in the Tektronix TDS 420A oscilloscope at the scale of 1000 mechanical units (MU)
per volt in the charge amplifier, Channel 3 was set to 500mV/division at 2000 mechanical
units (MU/Volt), and Channel 4, which is connected to the transducer, was set to
1Volt/division in the Tektronix TDS 420A oscilloscope at the scale of 4000 mechanical
units (MU/Volt) in the charge amplifier. A sampling rate of 50Hz, 1000 data points and a
trigger level of 20mV were used during the calibration process. Each axis was calibrated
by applying an unspecified unilateral load on the handle of the pro-lift hydraulic jack
(model number B-002 NC) until it reached maximum loading. The unloading was
observed when the continuous unilateral load on the pro-lift hydraulic jack caused no
further significant increment. At this point, the force wave signals were acquired using
the 4-channel Tektronix oscilloscope. The same procedure was repeated for all the axes
of Tool 5. The calibration load limit used does not prevent higher values of force from
being used on the lathe, but does allow better accuracy to be obtained in the normal
working range for tool status monitoring.
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Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the applied load versus time and the transducer force
response for the feed, radial and tangential tool-tip coordinates, respectively, for Tool 5.
The data were processed using a moving average period of 20 for each signal captured.
Particularly interesting was the unusual behavior of the load cell during the
tangential and radial axes loading and unloading of the turret-tool tip. For higher load
limits, the turret housing behaved as if it were to be lifted off the bolted base, so the
transducer attempted to mimic the profile. Linearity was kept in check by applying lower
load limits for both axes. Figures 10, 11, and 12. show the load cell force response and
applied force relationships for the 3-coordinate directions using Tool 5. The data were
processed using a polynomial of 5 degrees. The loading and unloading follows similar
trends in nearly all cases, thus indicating a desirable linear transducer response.

(a) Load cell input
Figure 7. Feed Axis Calibration for Tool 5
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(b) X-output

(c) Y-output

(d) Z-output
Figure 7. Feed Axis Calibration for Tool 5 (cont.)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 8. Radial Axis Calibration for Tool 5: (a) Load Cell Input, (b) X-output, (c) Youtput, (d) Z-output
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 9. Tangential Axis Calibration for Tool 5: (a) Load Cell Input, (b) X-output, (c) Youtput, (d) Z-output
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 10. Load Cell Response to Applied Load (Feed Axis, Tool 5): (a) X-axis Cell
Output, (b) Y-axis Cell Output, (c) Z-axis Cell Output
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 11. Load Cell Response to Applied Load (Radial Axis, Tool 5): (a) X-axis Cell
Output, (b) Y-axis Cell Output, (c) Z-axis Cell Output
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 12. Load Cell Response to Applied Load (Tangential Axis, Tool 5): (a) X-axis
Cell Output, (b) Y-axis Cell Output, (c) Z-axis Cell Output

2.2. MULTIPLE REGRESSION TO ESTABLISH THE CALIBRATION MATRIX
The following linear relationships are assumed to exist between the cutting forces
at the tool tip (feed, radial and tangential) and the corresponding transducer (X, Y, and Z)
measured force outputs.
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Ff = Af fx +Bffy +Cffz

(11)

Fr = Arfx +Brfy +Crfz

(12)

Ft = Atfx +Btfy + Ct fz

(13)

Where Ff, Fr, and Ft are the feed, radial and tangential cutting forces at the tool tip,
respectively. For the orthogonal cutting of the ribbed titanium workpiece, the feed force
Ff = the thrust force (Ft), and the tangential force Ft = the cutting Fc; fx, fy, and fz are the
measured load cell output forces in the X, Y and Z load cell coordinates, respectively,
and Af, Bf, and Ct are the parameters to be estimated.
A simple least square model fitting technique was applied to each respective
loading/unloading data record using STATISTICATM software from StarSoftR. The
calibration equations for Tool 1 become:
Ff = 11.30 fx -4.71 fy + 0.35 fz

…. R2 = 0.9894

(14)

Ft = Fr = -7.2 fx – 108.33fy + 39.85fz

….R2 = 0.9766

(15)

Fc = Ft = 134.84 fx + 120.03fy – 68.58 fz

….R2 = 0.9951

(16)

The normal probability plot and residual plot for the regression are given in
Figures 13 a and b, which again confirms the adequacy of the regression models.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 13. Tool 5 Feed Axis Calibration: (a) Normal Probability Plot, (b) Residual Plot
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2.3. OVERVIEW OF THE CUTTING FORCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
It is known for orthogonal cutting of ribbed workpiece that the Z-component
(axial) of force is theoretically zero. Preliminary tests show that this assumption is
practically valid. The Z- component of force is always less than 2% of the X-component
(radial feed force). Therefore, this component of force need not be recorded and was only
monitored online to insure the orthogonality of the cut. Only the X- thrust (radial feed
force) and Y- tangential (cutting force) components were recorded. A 3-axis Kistler
9251A load cell (fx, fy, fz) output was connected to two dual-mode Kistler type 5010
charge amplifiers operated in charge mode with a long time constant. The outputs from
the charge amplifier were connected to Channels 1, 2 and 3 of a Tektronix TDS 420 4channel digitizing oscilloscope, where they were digitalized and acquired with the help of
a floppy disk. A low pass filter of 2.2 KHz and a scale of 200 mechanical units per volt
(mu/v) for the charge amplifier were carefully selected after due consideration of
numerous preliminary tests. The triggering threshold used to trigger the oscilloscope was
20 mv. The filtered signals then were acquired in a Tektronix TDS 420 digitizing
oscilloscope with a sampling frequency set to 2.5 KHz and record length of 5000 data
points. This combination of sampling frequency and record length allows for an
acquisition window of 2 seconds, as shown in Figures 14 and 15.
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(a)

Temperature gradient error

(b)
Figure 14. Unprocessed and Processed Fx Signal

(a) Unprocessed Fy signal
Figure 15. Unprocessed and Processed Fy Signal
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(b) Processed Fy signal
Figure 15. Unprocessed and Processed Fy Signal (cont.)

2.4. SIGNAL PROCESSING
The digitized cutting force signals were acquired and saved on a floppy disk and
later processed via a Dell desktop computer with the Windows Vista operating system
and Microsoft Office 2010. The data were processed in MS Excel 2010 to remove
extraneous noise. Figures 14 and 15 show the unprocessed and processed signals for the
cutting forces in the feed (Fx) and tangential (Fy) direction, respectively. A moving
average value of 20 was used for processing in order to eliminate the fluctuations in the
cutting force signals due to the interaction of chips with the tool. The forces at the tool tip
were calculated using the relationship (equations 14 -16) developed by Okafor and
Onyishi during the calibration process. The following equations give the relationship
between the cutting forces at the tool tip and the corresponding Kistler 9251A load cell
force output.
Ff = 11.30 fx -4.71 fy + 0.35 fz

…. R2 = 0.9894

(17)
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Ft = Fr = -7.2 fx – 108.33fy + 39.85fz

….R2 = 0.9766

(18)

Fc = Ft = 134.84 fx + 120.03fy – 68.58 fz

….R2 = 0.9951

(19)

Even though three equations were generated during the calibration process, the
axial feed direction of the force components, Ff , was discarded and not recorded due to
the orthogonal nature of the experiment, as stated previously.
A temporary change in the output signal is denoted as temperature gradient error,
when the temperature of the environment or surrounding medium changes with a certain
rate. In this case, the sensor is not in thermal equilibrium with the environment. The
temperature gradient error is primarily determined by the installation conditions and
application, and cannot be generally specified. However, the temperature gradient error
can be significant, particularly in the case of sensitive measurements and small measured
values. It is therefore extremely important to keep the sensor temperature constant during
the actual measuring time.
The physical properties and chemical composition of the titanium alloy are listed
in Tables 1 and 2 above, respectively. Table 7 gives the summary of machining
parameters used for the orthogonal cutting tests.

Table 7. Summary of Machining Parameters
Tool Holder

A4SMR160620 with 00 rake angle

Cutting tools
Rake Angles

A4G0605M06U04B KC5025 and A4G0600M06P04GUP KCU25
A4G0605M06U04B K313 and A4G0600M06P04GUP KU10
50 and 160

Relief Angles
Cutting Speeds

70
120 and 240 m/mins

Feedrates
Radial In-feed
Coolant

0.05, 0.075 and 0.1 mm/rev
2.032mm
Flooded emulsion coolant
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The determined calibration equations 14, 15, and 16, giving the relationship
between the cutting forces axial (feed force), radial (thrust force), and the tangential
(cutting) force) at the tool tip and the corresponding Kistler 9251A load cell force
outputs were used to estimate the cutting force and thrust force from load cell force
measurements during the orthogonal turning tests, and the results are reported in Tables
3, 4, 5, and 6, columns 6 and 7 for all the test conditions investigated.

These

experimentally determined cutting forces (Fc, Ft) along with the given machining
parameters (rake angles, undeformed and deformed chip thickness), Table 3, were used
to calculate the shear angle, coefficient of friction, shear force, friction force, and shear
stress, using the derived equations 1 -10. The calculated values are also reported in
Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6, as well as the machining parameters. The effect of machining
parameters on cutting forces, shear angle and friction are plotted in Figures 16, and 17.

3.1. EFFECTS OF FEEDRATE ON CUTTING FORCES
The plot cutting force and thrust force as function of feedrate at low cutting
speed of 120 m/min for uncoated and coated tool with 5o rake is shown in Figure 16a.
It is seen from Figure 16a and Tables 4 and 6 that both cutting force and thrust force
increases with increase in feedrate for uncoated tungsten carbide (W/Co) and WC/Co
PVD coated inserts. This is because the chip thickness and cutting ratio increases with
increase in feedrate, thus requiring more force to deform the material, see 3 rd and 4th
column of Table 4. Uncoated tungsten carbide (WC/Co) inserts exhibit much lower
cutting force than tungsten carbide (WC/Co) PVD coated with TiAlN. Also thrust force
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is much lower than the cutting force. Similar increasing trends in cutting force and
thrust force with increase in feedrate are obtained for both uncoated and coated tool
inserts at higher cutting speed of 240 m/min and 5o rake angle, Figure 16c, and Tables 4
and 6, but with higher force magnitudes than at lower cutting speed. Similar results
were reported by Ozel et al. for orthogonal machining of Ti-6Al-4V but under dry
machining condition. At higher rake angle of 160 the cutting forces also increase with
increase in feedrate both at low cutting speed (120 m/min) and at higher cutting speed
(240 m/min), but with lower maximum forces than those obtained with lower rake angle
of 5o,(Figures 16b and d). Shear force and friction force also increase with increase in
feedrate. The lower cutting force resulted in a lower shear force and friction.

3.2. EFFECTS OF CUTTING TOOL COATING ON CUTTING FORCES AND
FRICTION
Figures 16 and Tables 3 – 6 indicate that cutting forces are greatly affected by
cutting tool insert coating. As discussed above, lower cutting forces in all cases were
obtained with uncoated tungsten carbide tool insert (WC/Co) than with WC/Co PVD
coated TiAlN.
Both tools displayed similar trends with regards to increase of the cutting forces
as the feedrate increases. As the feedrate increased from 0.05 to 0.1mm/rev, both the
uncoated and coated cutting tools exhibit large variations in the upward trending of
cutting forces. This can be explained by the fact that the tool is subjected to larger cutting
load. Therefore, more materials are removed at a higher feedrate than at a lower feedrate
within the same machining time. From Tables 3 – 6, it is observed that at lower cutting
speed, uncoated tool insert exhibits higher average friction coefficient at low rake angle
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than coated insert, thus the coating serves to reduce friction; but at the higher rake angle
and low cutting speed, coated tool exhibits higher average friction coefficient. On the
other hand, for the case of higher cutting speed, uncoated insert gives lower average
friction coefficient at low rake angle than coated inserts, but at higher rake angle, coated
insert gives lower average friction coefficient than uncoated insert.
Based on the effect of insert coating of increasing cutting forces, and from the
point of view of using high speed machining to decrease cutting forces, especially for
monolithic machining of thin walls in titanium components used in aerospace structures,
coated cutting tool inserts are not recommended for machining titanium alloys. Ezeugwu
(2005) in his review of key improvements in the machining of difficult-to-cut aerospace
superalloys, concluded that there is negligible difference between coated and uncoated
carbide tools in terms of tool life, and therefore there is no tangible benefit in machining
with coated carbide tools with associated additional cost of typically 15%. Cutting tool
coatings serve as diffusion barriers, and they prevent the interaction between the chip
formed during machining and cutting tool material. These coatings such as TiAlN are
extremely hard, and thus very abrasion resistant. TiAlN has the added advantage of
lowering coefficient of friction at higher cutting speed and higher rake angle compared to
WC/Co.

3.3. EFFECTS OF RAKE ANGLE ON CUTTING FORCES AND FRICTION
COEFFICIENT
From Table 3 – 6, for both the uncoated and coated tools, it is observed that an
increase in the positive rake angle from 50 to 160 led to a decrease in the cutting force,
which agrees with what is reported in published literature regarding cutting tools with
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higher rake angles exhibiting lower cutting forces and power. This can be attributed to
the drop in the shear strength in the primary shear deformation zone as the tool
temperature rises, as well as to the decrease in the length of the shear plane and shear
plane area. These results provide valuable information about the best rake angle to use
for machining titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V. Similarly, the thrust force, Ft, followed the
same trend as Fc in all cases. Figures 16 show that the thrust forces were always lower
than the main cutting force because more forces were being exacted on the feed
direction. The result of this experiment also helps to explain why uncoated and coated
tools of the same high positive (160) rake angles under the same cutting conditions
(Figures 16b and 16d) did not generate equal cutting forces. The reason is because the
coated tool mainly influences the tool-chip contact zone (secondary shear zone) due to
its larger contact area, whereas the uncoated counterpart can plunge easily into the
workpiece and produces a smaller contact area.

(a) Cutting tool with 5o rake angle at cutting speed V= 120 m/min
Figure 16. Cutting Forces vs Feedrate in Orthogonal Turning of Ribbed Workpiece
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(b) Cutting tool with 16o rake angle at cutting speed V= 120 m/min

(c) Cutting tool with 5o rake angle at cutting speed V= 240 m/min

(d) Cutting tool with 16o rake angle at cutting speed V= 240 m/min
Figure 16. Cutting Forces vs Feedrate in Orthogonal Turning of Ribbed Workpiece
(cont.)
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3.4. EFFECT OF RAKE ANGLE ON SHEAR FORCE
Figure 17 shows that increasing the positive rake angles from 50 to 160 the shear
force decreases significantly at both low and high cutting speed, for the coated and
uncoated tool insert.

Figure 17. Average Shear Force vs Rake Angles

This occurs because positive rake angles produce lager shear angle and shorter
shear plane and thus, less shear force, which helps to reduce the friction force and cutting
forces, thus producing a better surface finish because it helps the chip to flow away from
the workpiece material. This result indicates that the machinability of titanium alloys
could be improved by the use of cutting tools with higher positive rake angle.

3.5. EFFECT OF CUTTING SPEED ON MAIN CUTTING FORCE
The effect of cutting speed on main cutting force is plotted in Figure 18, which
shows the average main cutting forces at two selected cutting speeds of 120 and 240
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m/min for uncoated and coated cutting tools with 50 and 16o rake angles. It is observed
that cutting the main cutting force increased with an increase in the cutting speed for both
the uncoated and coated cutting tool inserts with 50 and 16o rake angles.

Figure 18. Average Cutting Force vs Cutting Speed

The coated cutting tool insert in general generate higher cutting forces. The
uncoated tool inserts have similar rate of increase of cutting force with increase in cutting
speed for the 50 and 16o rake angles. Also coated tool inserts have similar rate of increase
of cutting force with increase in cutting speed for the 50 and 16o rake angles.
In general, the coated cutting tools generated higher cutting forces. This result of
WC/Co PVD coated TiAlN tool insert generating higher cutting forces than uncoated
WC/Co insert agree with the result reported by Srivastava et al. (2010) for similar
material and cutting tool insert.
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3.6. EFFECT OF FEEDRATES ON COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
Figure 19 shows the coefficient of friction vs feedrate and rake angle, indicating
that an increase in feedrates slightly increases the coefficient of friction, and increases in
rake angles of both the uncoated and coated cutting tools increases the coefficient of
friction.

Figure 19. Coefficient of Friction vs Feedrate
.

3.7. EFFECT OF FEEDRATES ON SHEAR ANGLE
Figure 20 shows that shear angle increases significantly with increases in the
feedrate/ depth of cut but tends to decrease at highest feedrates. Additionally, the shear
angle shows remarkable increases with cutting tools with large rake angles but shows no
noticeable increase with increases in cutting speed.
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Figure 20. Factors Influencing Shear Angle

One may deduce from Table 8 that the cutting forces generated with the ribbed
workpiece material are higher than the forces generated with the tubular workpiece in all
cases investigated. Therefore, reflecting on the objective investigation of this research
works, using tube simulated titanium alloy workpiece could be recommended given to
the fact that it is more efficient and generated less cutting and thrust forces during the
machining test.
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Table 8. Comparative Table of Thrust Force and Cutting Force for Titanium Tube and
Ribbed Alloys
Ti-6Al-4V Tubular workpiece

Ti-6Al-4V Ribbed workpiece
Diff.
(%)

Feed
rates
(in/rev)

Rake
Angles
(0)

Thrust
Force
(N)

Cutting
Force
(N)

Rake
Angles
(0)

Thrust
Force
(N)

Cutting
Force
(N)

0.05

5

318

1078

5

445

1141

+39.9

+5.8

0.75

5

477

1515

5

625

1555

+31.0

+2.6

0.1

5

552

1897

5

656

1562

+18.8

-17.7

0.05

15

152

700

16

273

783

+79.6

+11.
9

0.75

15

267

979

16

344

932

+28.8

-4.8

0.1

15

586

1643

16

469

1365

-20.0

-16.9
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4. CONCLUSION
This paper investigated the effects of machining parameters on cutting forces,
shear angle and friction during orthogonal turning of titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V solid bar
with ribs. From the results, the following conclusions are made:
1.

Cutting force and thrust force increases with increase in feedrate for uncoated
tungsten carbide (W/Co) and WC/Co PVD coated inserts at both low positive rake
angle of 5o C and high positive rake of 16o C, and at both low cutting speed of
120 m/min and high cutting speed of 240 m/min, for the feedrate range of 0.05 –
0.1 mm/rev.

2.

Chip thickness and cutting ration increases with increase in feedrate for the same
feedrate range.

3.

Uncoated tungsten carbide (WC/Co) inserts exhibit much lower cutting force than
tungsten carbide (WC/Co) PVD coated with TiAlN.

4.

Thrust force is much lower than the cutting force.

5.

Cutting force and thrust force increases with increase in cutting speed from 120
m/min to 240 m/min, for both the uncoated and coated cutting tool inserts. The
coated cutting tool in general generates higher cutting forces.

6.

Uncoated tool inserts exhibit higher average friction coefficient than coated tool
inserts at low rake angle and low cutting speed, and thus the coating serves to
reduce friction; but at higher rake angle and low cutting speed, coated tool inserts
exhibits higher average friction coefficient.

7.

Uncoated tool inserts exhibit lower average friction coefficient than coated tool
inserts at lower rake angle and higher cutting speed.
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8.

Coated cutting tool inserts are not recommended for machining titanium alloys
because they increase cutting forces.

9.

An increase in the positive rake angle from 50 to 160 leads to a higher shear angle
and less shear force, which decreases the cutting force, thrust force, and friction
force. Machinability of titanium alloys could be improved by using cutting tool
inserts with higher positive rake angle.
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SECTION

2. CONCLUSION
This two-paper thesis investigated the effects of machining parameters on cutting
forces, shear angle and friction during orthogonal turning of titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V
tube and solid ribbed bar. From the results the following similar conclusions are made:
1. Cutting force and thrust force increases with increase in feedrate for uncoated
tungsten carbide (W/Co) and WC/Co PVD coated inserts at both low positive rake
angle of 5o C and high positive rake of 15o C, and at both low cutting speed of
120 m/min and high cutting speed of 240 m/min, for the feedrate range of 0.05 –
0.1 mm/rev. Also
2. Cutting force and thrust force increases with increase in feedrate for uncoated
tungsten carbide (W/Co) and WC/Co PVD coated inserts at both low positive rake
angle of 5o C and high positive rake of 16o C, and at both low cutting speed of
120 m/min and high cutting speed of 240 m/min, for the feedrate range of 0.05 –
0.1 mm/rev.
3. Chip thickness and cutting ration increases with increase in feedrate for the same
feedrate range.
4. Uncoated tungsten carbide (WC/Co) inserts exhibit much lower cutting force than
tungsten carbide (WC/Co) PVD coated with TiAlN.
5. Thrust force is much lower than the cutting force.
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6. Cutting force and thrust force increases with increase in cutting speed from 120
m/min to 240 m/min, for both the uncoated and coated cutting tool inserts. The
coated cutting tool in general generates higher cutting forces.
7. Uncoated tool inserts exhibit higher average friction coefficient than coated tool
inserts at low rake angle and low cutting speed, and thus the coating serves to
reduce friction; but at higher rake angle and low cutting speed, coated tool inserts
exhibits higher average friction coefficient.
8. Uncoated tool inserts exhibit lower average friction coefficient than coated tool
inserts at lower rake angle and higher cutting speed.
9. Coated cutting tool inserts are not recommended for machining titanium alloys
because they increase cutting forces.
10. An increase in the positive rake angle from 50 to 150 leads to a higher shear angle
and less shear force, which decreases the cutting force, thrust force, and friction
force.
11. An increase in the positive rake angle from 50 to 160 leads to a higher shear angle
and less shear force, which decreases the cutting force, thrust force, and friction
force.
12. For both cases, machinability of titanium alloys could be improved by using
cutting tool inserts with higher positive rake angle.
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